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Word Mark VG
Goods and
Services

IC 035. US 100 101 102. G & S: Retail store services in the field of home electronics featuring a showroom for the goods of
others in the field of home electronics. FIRST USE: 20200904. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 20200904

Mark
Drawing
Code

(3) DESIGN PLUS WORDS, LETTERS, AND/OR NUMBERS

Design
Search
Code

02.01.33 - Grotesque men formed by letters, numbers, punctuation or geometric shapes ; Stick figures
04.01.07 - Aliens ; Apollo (mythology) ; Athena (mythology) ; Caped characters (super heroes) ; Ghosts ; Mythological beings,
superbeings, ghosts, aliens ; Super heroes ; Zeus (mythology)
27.01.01 - Humans composed of letters or numerals ; Letters forming human beings ; Numbers forming human beings ;
Punctuation forming human beings

Serial
Number 88799346

Filing Date February 15, 2020
Current
Basis 1B

Original
Filing
Basis

1B

Published
for
Opposition

June 23, 2020

Owner (APPLICANT) Babtiwale, Vivek DBA VekGoods INDIVIDUAL UNITED STATES 1443 E. Washington Blvd., #206 Pasadena
CALIFORNIA 91104

Description
of Mark

Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of a smiling alien with two antennas made from the letters "V"
and "G" and two dots. The "V" makes the antenna shape, " G" makes up the head, the horizontal line of the "G" is curved to look
like a smile, with two dots under the vertex of the "V" to look like eyes.

Type of
Mark SERVICE MARK

Register PRINCIPAL
Live/Dead
Indicator LIVE
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